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Comment  
 
Bromley made representations to the draft London Plan with regard to the 
weakening of the previous emphasis on proximity to communities and emphasis on 
sub regional / cross borough working to address need.  Bromley raised concerns 
regarding the pressure that the sub regional approach to meeting need might place 
on its open spaces, particularly in respect of built development associated with burial 
places. 
 
On 13 August 2018 the Mayor published a version of the draft Plan including minor 
suggested changes.  
 
Para 5.7.1 relates to the location of Burial space and amends the language in 
respect of proximity from ‘favoured’ to ‘supported’.  This could be seen as a 
weakening rather than a strengthening as a range of solutions could be supported 
but only one ‘favoured’.  As such Bromley maintains its objection to the original 
wording and has deeper reservations about the minor suggested change. 
 

5.7.1 ...For inner and central London boroughs, this requires them to seek 
provision in outer London or beyond. This can cause problems of access and 
cost which has a disproportionate effect on London’s poorest communities. It 
also risks undermining community cohesion and social integration. The Mayor 
favours To address these issues, the principle of proximity is supported as a 
general rule., but However, there may be cases where meeting the needs of 
residents in one borough may require burial provision to be located in another 
borough. This may require a sub-regional approach to the provision of burial 
space... 
 
 

Matter 57 
 

Burial Space 
 

M57. Would Policy S7 provide an effective and justified approach to the provision 
and reuse of burial space in London? In particular: 
 
a) Would Policy S7 provide an effective and justified strategic framework for the 
preparation of local plans and neighbourhood plans in relation to this matter? 
 
b) Would it provide an appropriate strategic approach to guide London boroughs in 
developing a cross borough approach to this matter? 
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The minor amendment to para 5.7.3, which involves the rewording of Green Belt 
policy to better reflect the language of the NPPF and confirmation that this also 
applies to MOL, is welcomed 

 
5.7.3 Ensuring that community and cultural facilities and services required to 
meet local needs are planned for and provided is one of the core principles of 
the planning system. Provision of facilities for cemeteries may not be 
inappropriate development in the Green Belt or on Metropolitan Open Land as 
long as it preserves the openness and does not conflict with the purposes of 
including land within it. The construction of new buildings in the Green Belt is 
inappropriate except for a limited number of uses. These include provision of 
appropriate facilities for cemeteries as long as they preserve the openness of 
the Green belt and do not conflict with the purposes of including land within it. 
This also applies to Metropolitan Open Land. 

 
 
 
 


